
DiVersions * 4-10 December 2016
Constant + kmkg-mrah

DiVersions is a worksession inspired by the way 
versions are inscribed in software-practice, and wants 
to look at how they can produce divergent histories 
through conflicts and difference. This one week session
is organised by Constant and hosted by the Royal Museum
of Art and History in Brussels.

The Museum is an institution which, like all other 
federal museums in Belgium, will be in the final stages
of digitizing 330,000 very diverse objects from its 
collection: clay tablets, tapestries, mummies, ancient 
jewelry, vases, coins ... The concrete practices of 
art-history and digitisation technologies will be put 
in relation with the prototypes, reflections and other 
types of experiments generated during the work session.

Version-control systems, wikis, etherpads and other 
digital writing tools save log files and diffs 
routinely, potentially changing linear relations 
between original and copy, redefining questions of 
authorship and the archive through technological 
conditions. Meticulously logged workflows allow users 
to reverse or repeat any action at any time, and offer 
the ability to correct mistakes if necessary. How can 
we use these timelines, histories, traces not just in 
terms of safeguarding production, but for other ways of
inscribing multiplicity and variety? What types of 
collectivity do they make possible and impossible?

The worksession brought together collaborative 
practices, active archives and Free Software tools; 
each of them long time interests of Constant. By 
working through and with tools that operate on data 
both in time and social space, Diversions explores the 



potential for divergence within technological 
infrastructures. We want to experiment with conditions 
for multiple authorship (including machines as author) 
and explicitly make space for ambiguity. We want to 
speculate on digital practices that do not erase 
conflict and variation,  and can work with, not 
against, misunderstandings between people and machines,
and among machines and people themselves.

Worksessions are intensive transdisciplinary moments, 
organised twice a year. We aim to create conditions for
participants with different types of expertise to 
temporarily link their practice and to develop ideas, 
prototypes and research projects together. We primarily
use Free, Libre and Open Source software and material 
that is available under Open Licenses. Diversions 
starts on Sunday afternoon with a public event 
including lectures, performances and a video library. 
We will start from 5 different cases prepared by 
artists, designers, performers, programmers and 
historians that will no doubt mix and merge as the 
session develops.

With contributions from: Adva Zakai, Alexandre Leray, 
André Castro, An Mertens, Arianne Marcolini, Catherine 
Lenoble, Christine Desmedt, Chris Vastenhoudt, Cristina
Cochior, Emile Van Binnebeke, Femke Snelting, Geraldine
Juárez, Gottfried Haider, Guillaume Bernier, Julie 
Boschat-Thorez, Kristien Van denbrande, Laurence 
Rassel, Lionel Broyé, Loraine Furter, Magnus Lawrie, 
Marie Lecrivain, Martin Campilo, Martino Morandi, Mia 
Melvaer, Michael Murtaugh, Myriam Arsenault-Goulet, 
Nicolas Malevé, Peter Westenberg, Phil Langley, Sam 
Muirhead, Sarah Magnan, Saskia Willaert, Seda Gürses, 
Serge Lemaitre, Sophie Balace, Wendy Van Wynsberghe, 
Željko Blaće, Zoumana Meite, ...



13:00-14:15 Presentations I + lunch

- woman, visibility and an essay on representing women 
on Wikipedia: a call for action and images (catherine)
- wikipedia template for conflicts and confusions 
(zeljko, myriam)
- DiyVersion (lionel)
- hexatic (alex, magnus, adva)
- differences that matter (christina, nicolas, peter)
- stacks, volumes (mia, phil) -> sound and walk
- shorts (5 minutes):

• plotting timescales (phil)
• annotation as a parasite (christina)
• new objects (mia, an)

14:30-16:00 Presentations II + lunch

- objects and stories (arianna, dona, loraine, mia, 
wendy) → in the Méso-Amérique room
- Software timelines

• stanley in the database (sam)
• printing/exporting the catalog, geneology 

(martino)
• carmentis (seda, martino, zoumana, sam, 

gottfried)
- other orderings exist (michael)
- background, foreground (nicolas)
- objects made to speak / voorwerpen spreken / objets 
parlants (an)
- collection of incertitudes (peut-etre, maybe, 
sometimes, possibly, ...) (martin, marie)

16:00: closing the room



Wednesday 8 March 2017 DiVersions returns to the kmkg 
to discuss the ideas developed in this worksession with
the museum staff.

Mailinglist: https://tumulte.domainepublic.net/cgi-
bin/mailman/listinfo/diversions

Source material, notes and experiments will be made 
available in the coming months on: 
http://diversions.constantvzw.org

https://tumulte.domainepublic.net/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/diversions
https://tumulte.domainepublic.net/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/diversions
http://www.constantvzw.org/

